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Abstract— In this paper, we present the first proof of concept 
confirming the possibility to record magnetoencephalographic 
(MEG) signals with Optically Pumped Magnetometers (OPMs) 
based on the parametric resonance of 4He atoms. The main 
advantage of this kind of OPM is the possibility to provide a tri-
axis vector measurement of the magnetic field at room-
temperature (the 4He vapor is neither cooled nor heated).  The 
sensor achieves a sensitivity of 210 fT/√Hz in the bandwidth 
[2 Hz - 300 Hz]. MEG simulation studies with a brain phantom 
were cross-validated with real MEG measurements on a healthy 
subject. For both studies, MEG signal was recorded 
consecutively with OPMs and Superconducting Quantum 
Interference Devices (SQUIDs) used as reference sensors. For 
healthy subject MEG recordings, three MEG proofs of concept 
were carried out: auditory and visual evoked fields (AEF, VEF), 
and spontaneous activity. M100 peaks have been detected on 
evoked responses recorded by both OPMs and SQUIDs with no 
significant difference in latency. Concerning spontaneous 
activity, an attenuation of the signal power between 8-12 Hz 
(alpha band) related to eyes opening has been observed with 
OPM similarly to SQUID. All these results confirm that the 
room temperature vector 4He OPMs can record MEG signals 
and provide reliable information on brain activity. 
Index Terms— Optically pumped magnetometer, Helium 4, 
room temperature, vector measurement, 
magnetoencephalography, auditory evoked field, visual evoked 
field, spontaneous activity. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
AGNETOENCEPHALOGRAPHY (MEG) is a non-invasive
functional imaging technique which consists in
measuring the magnetic fields generated by the brain, 
about one billion times smaller than the Earth's magnetic 
field. Its high temporal resolution in the order of the 
millisecond gives the possibility of an online observation of 
brain activity [1]. Within the main clinical applications, the 
use of MEG, in combination with 
stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG), led to a localization of 
50 to 80 % of the epileptogenic sources [2]-[5] and has 
demonstrated its usefulness in epilepsy presurgical evaluation 
[6][7]. MEG is also used in cognitive science to identify 
electrophysiological markers of brain activity in adults  [8]-
[10] and in children [11]. Novel potential clinical indications 
of MEG are also progressively emerging from clinical 
research, based on the investigation of resting state functional 
connectivity. In particular, MEG appears very promising for 
the management and diagnosis of dementia (mild cognitive 
impairment and Alzheimer's disease) [12]-[15], Parkinson's 
disease [16]-[18], traumatic brain injury [19]-[21] and 
multiple sclerosis [22]-[24].   
 Currently, MEG recordings rely on ultrasensitive 
Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs) 
characterized by a magnetic sensitivity around 5 fT/√Hz 
(bandwith going from DC to 1.6 kHz on current Elekta 
machines: https://www.elekta.com/diagnostic-
solutions/elekta-neuromag-triux/#triux-ar). However, wide 
dissemination of MEG systems is hindered by some 
limitations of commercial SQUIDs that require cryogenics 
and a bulky magnetically shielded room, leading to a cost 
close to 3M€ over 7 years (including the shielding cost). In 
this context, for ten years, new cryogenic-free sensors have 
emerged in the medical field: the optically pumped 
magnetometers (OPMs). To date only Spin Exchange 
Relaxation Free (SERF) optically pumped magnetometers 
have been used to measure MEG signals [25-28]. Sensitivities 
reported by these four research teams during recordings on 
healthy subjects, were 200 fT/√Hz from 5 to 150 Hz [25], 
3.5fT/√Hz between 10 and 100 Hz [26], 21 fT/√Hz at 10 Hz 
[27] and 10 fT/√Hz above 1 Hz [28] for various sizes of cells 
and different alkali atoms. All these studies have been 
performed with one sensor but Romalis’ team reported a 
multi-channel configuration based on a matrix of 
photodetectors. Last technical progresses have centered on 
developing individual, fiber-coupled modules (FC-OPMs). 
Single-channel [29] and multichannel [30]-[32] vapor-cell 
devices, as well as single-channel chip-scale modules [25] 
[33], have been demonstrated.  
Nevertheless the spin exchange relaxation regime can only be 
reached by operating the sensor at a near-zero magnetic field 
with sufficiently high alkali metal density. As a result, the 
alkali vapor must be heated between 150 and 200°C and so, 
alkali SERF OPMs require thermal insulation increasing 
sensor distance to source. The dynamic range of alkali SERF 
OPMs is also limited by the width of the resonance of alkali 
atoms. Bandwidths and related sensitivities reported in 
previous alkali OPMs MEG recordings [25-28], cited above 
show the trade-off which has to be found between these both 
parameters. In one of these studies [27], bandwidth was even 
tuned in order to fit the frequency of alpha brain activity. 
Although recent technical advances trended to improve this 
issue [34] [35], sensitivities and bandwidths reported in these 
studies were only based on laboratory measurements and have 
not been applied to MEG measurements.     
 In the case of 4He OPMs used in the current work, the 4He 
vapor does not require neither being heated nor cooled, the 
sensor is operated at room-temperature and can be in contact 
with the skin. The distance between the sensor and the subject 
is thus reduced, resulting in an increase of the signal strength. 
The bandwidth of the sensor used ranged from 0.1 to 300 Hz. 
We have demonstrated that our 4He OPMs could be used to 
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record magnetocardiographic signals and to provide reliable 
information about cardiac activity [36]. 
 In this paper, the operability of our parametric 4He OPMs 
for MEG measurement is demonstrated with a phantom and a 
healthy subject. Both measurements were cross validated with 
SQUID recordings. For the first time, three MEG experiments 
including auditory and visual evoked fields as well as 
spontaneous activity have been carried out at room 
temperature in a clinical environment. 
II. MATERIAL
A. Principle of operation 
 Our sensor is an optically pumped magnetometer based 
on the parametric resonances of 4He metastable atoms in a
near-zero magnetic field [37]–[39] (Fig 1). The 4He cell 
size was 1 cm x 1 cm x 1 cm. A detailed description of the 
sensor can be found in a previous publication [36].
Fig. 1. On the left: energy level diagram of helium 4, showing the overall 
effect of the discharge and of the optical pumping. On the right: main 
elements of the parametric resonance magnetometer used in this work: a 
pump laser (which also acts as probe) goes through the cell and is
photodetected. Two RF fields are applied along X and Y axes orthogonal 
axes yielding double parametric resonance. The external magnetic field
𝑩𝟎 measured in this way is compensated by an opposite field 𝑩𝒄.
A High frequency (HF) discharge at 32 MHz, coupled with 
circular electrodes of 5 mm radius and consuming 20 mW 
power, excites 4He atoms from the fundamental state to the 
metastable one which is split by the static magnetic field into 
three Zeeman sublevels. At thermal equilibrium, Zeeman
sublevels are almost equally populated and no significant 
absorption of the pump light is observed at resonance. A 
selective optical pumping (with a linearly polarized beam 
tuned on the D0 line at 1083 nm) is thus performed to amplify 
the resonance signal by inducing a dissymmetry of the 
Zeeman-sublevel populations.  
At low magnetic field, resonant variations of the absorbed 
light (of the same laser used for pumping) are detected when 
a static magnetic field is swept around the zero-field value 
(Hanle effect). Resonance can also be induced by an
amplitude modulated magnetic field obtained by adding a 
radio-frequency (RF) field in the direction of the field to be 
measured. In our OPMs, in order to derive a vector 
measurement of the three components of the magnetic field,
resonance is excited by two RF fields BΩcosΩt and Bωcosωt.
These RF magnetic fields (respectively applied along the X 
and Y axes) are orthogonal to each other and to the direction 
of the polarization of the pump laser beam. Thanks to this 
detection scheme first introduced by Dupont-Roc and 
coworkers[40], three resonance signals are detected on the 
transmitted pump light at Ω, ω, and Ω ± ω. To first order, the 
amplitude of each resonance is respectively proportional to 
one of the three components of the magnetic field to be 
measured (respectively Bx, By, and Bz). So, our 4He OPM is 
the first sensor, to our knowledge, to be able to measure the 
three magnetic field components 
The system is operated in a closed-control-loop system: the 
magnetometer is locked on the zero-magnetic field condition 
by applying a compensation magnetic field that cancels the 
ambient magnetic field. The value and direction of the 
measured magnetic field is deduced from the current injected 
in the compensation coil. This closed-loop mode of operation 
reduces the crosstalk between axes [37], [40]-[42]. 
B. Experimental set-up and sensor characterization 
 A gradiometer setup with two magnetometers is used 
during the experiments, as shown in Fig. 2. The first sensor, 
called OPM1, is placed close to the subject's head. The second 
one, called OPM2, is placed 30 cm away from the first one (far 
from the subject’s head), and is used as a reference channel.
This setup clearly differs from classical SQUID gradiometry 
with a baseline of 3-8 cm such as gradiometer present in the 
Elekta MEG machine. 
Fig. 2. Experimental setup. Two magnetometers with 1 cm3 glassblown 
cells, filled with 4He are used. Measurements are performed inside a 
magnetically shielded room. Horizontality of the setup was guaranteed by 
a house made polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) holder. The bold line 
represents optical connections whereas the thin one corresponds to 
electrical connection. ETC stands for Electronic Treatment Card.
In laboratory environment (inside a 5-layered magnetically 
shield room), the measured sensitivity of a single sensor is of 
210 fT/√Hz between 2 Hz and 300 Hz (Fig 3). 
Fig. 3. Picture of the OPM without its cover (A); of the glassbown 4He cell 
(B). Measured sensitivity (C) of a 4He magnetometer for laboratory (blue) 
and clinical environments with one sensor configuration (red) and 
gradiometer configuration (green). The bandwidth is 300 Hz
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Sensitivity in clinical environment is somewhat deteriorated 
at low frequency due to magnetic disturbances induced by the 
building ventilation. 
III. METHOD
 MEG experiments have been carried out in a clinical 
environment at Clinatec (Grenoble, France), inside the 
magnetically shielded room dedicated to MEG 
measurements. For both OPMs and SQUIDs recordings, the 
active compensation of the magnetically shielded room 
(MaxShield® ; see 
https://ecatalog.elekta.com/neuroscience/content/pdf/NM232
51B%20MaxShield%20datasheet.pdf) was used.  
A. Simulated MEG recordings with a brain phantom 
 Operability of the 4He OPMs is first demonstrated with 
simulated signals generated with the precision-engineered 
head phantom from Elekta. This head dry phantom contains 
32 current dipoles. The phantom is based on the mathematical 
fact that an equilateral triangular line current produces 
equivalent magnetic field distribution to that of a tangential 
current dipole in a spherical conductor, provided that the 
vertex of the triangle and the origin of the conducting sphere 
coincide [43]. The phantom dipoles are energized using an 
internal signal generator to get a dipole moment of 12.7 nAm. 
Fig. 4. Tests performed with the Elekta phantom. On the left, the spatial 
distribution of the dipoles within the volume of the phantom, and on the 
right, the tested configuration.
 As shown in Fig 4, the optically pumped magnetometers 
rely on a non-magnetic holder to ensure the axes of the two 
magnetometers are parallel.. The OPM which measures the 
signal of interest (i.e. OPM1) is placed at the vertex of the 
phantom, directly in contact with the surface. OPMs record 
the variations of the magnetic field along the X and Y axes 
while SQUID magnetometer taken as reference only 
measures magnetic field along Y axis (Z axis in the Elekta 
coordinate system).  
 Two experiments are carried out. In the first one, we test if 
our OPM is able to detect the signals emitted sequentially by
several dipoles distributed within the whole volume of the 
phantom. The goal here was to test the robustness of our OPM 
sensor to distance source-sensor as well as to various source 
orientations. Given the geometry of the phantom, it is possible 
to work with only 6 dipoles (numbered  21, 22, 23 and 29, 30, 
31) distributed within a quarter of the volume (Fig 5). The
distance between the sensor and the dipole 29 is of 22 mm
whereas the dipole 31 and the sensor are 45 mm away from 
each other. Each dipole along the radius of the phantom is 
oriented normally to the phantom surface. So, each dipole has 
a different orientation. Inter-Stimulus Interval (ISI) was set to 
120 ms, close to the alpha rhythm frequency. The duration of 
each set of stimuli is of 80 ms. Selective filters are used in 
order to remove DC components and power line noise and a 
filter bank centered to 8.33 Hz (according to the frequency of 
excitation of the current dipole) and its harmonics was applied 
(Fig 5).  . 
Fig. 5. Signal processing circuit applied in the experiment about OPM 
robustness to sensor-source distance (experiment 1). Notch filters were 
used to remove power line disturbance at 50 Hz and at its harmonics as 
well as DC components.
 In the second experiment, only the dipole 29 is used. A 
comparison is made between signals successively detected by 
the OPM and by the SQUID sensor of the Elekta MEG system 
located at the nearest position of the dipole, i.e. the vertex.
Recording time is set to 10 minutes. In this section, ISI was 
set to 346 ms. Each set of stimuli lasts 101 ms. OPM and 
SQUIDs recordings are synchronized on the phantom’s 
stimulation signal. For OPM as well as SQUID sensor, a 
baseline time window preceding the dipole excitation is used 
to remove the DC offset (Fig 6).
Fig. 6. Signal processing circuit (SPC) applied in the experiment about 
influence of averaging time window (experiment 2).
Before averaging, SQUIDs data are processed with signal 
space separation method [44] in order to remove cross-talk 
effect and parasitic magnetic noise. Statistical OPM/SQUID 
comparison of averaged signals is performed with Spearman 
correlation coefficient. 
B. MEG recordings with a healthy subject 
 Following successful measurements on a brain phantom, 
real MEG measurements in a healthy subject (male, 46 years 
old) were carried out in the frame of the clinical research 
protocol MAP_EFNI 2013-A00414-411 authorized by the 
French National Agency for drug Safety ANSM (Agence 
Nationale de Sécurité du Médicament et des produits de 
santé), and ethical committee. For this cross validation with 
real MEG signals, data were successively recorded with our 
OPM device and then, with the MEG machine (Elekta 
Vectorview Neuromag® 306 channels). Signal from one 
SQUID sensor (magnetometer) was selected as reference 
signal for comparison to OPM signal. The selected SQUID 
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sensor was still the nearest of the OPM location according to 
the experiment (see below). All recordings were performed 
with a sampling frequency of 1024 Hz and a bandwidth of 
[0.1; 330 Hz]. Three types of recordings have been performed 
as described below.  
Fig. 7: Experimental setup used during Auditory Evoked Fields (AEFs) (left 
part), Visual Evoked Fields (VEFs) and alpha rhythm recordings (right part)
carried out with OPMs  
1) Auditory evoked fields, AEFs
a) Protocol 
 In this experiment, a binaural stimulus is applied to the 
subject with MEG compatible earphones (ER-10B from 
Etymotics®; see https://www.etymotic.com/auditory-
research/microphones/er-10b.html). Stimulus duration is set 
to 100 ms.  The auditory stimulus (70 dB beep at a frequency 
of 1 kHz) is emitted with a 750 ms periodicity. During MEG 
recordings, the subject is in the supine position, on his right 
side, on the MEG bed. Typical recording length was about 5 
minutes. When OPMs were used, OPM1 was placed over the 
left temporal area (Fig 7), regarding to T4 EEG electrode 
placement with respect to the 10-20 EEG system. It measures 
the MEG signal of interest and the background magnetic noise 
field BR. Distance between OPM1 and the head is set to the 
smaller value that avoids any contact between skin and the 
sensor. It is estimated to be 5 mm in average. OPM2, located 
at about 30 cm away from OPM1, and not above the subject's 
head, only measures BR.
The aim of this test is to check if our device is able to detect 
AEFs, and more specifically, M100 peak (magnetic correlate 
of the N100 waveform in Auditory Evoked Potentials – AEP 
– in EEG). For that purpose, a comparison is made between
the latencies (i.e interval of time between the stimulus and the 
most prominent brain magnetic signature, here the M100 
peak) determined from averaged MEG signals successively 
recorded by OPMs and SQUIDs, through several sessions. 
b) Applied signal processing methods 
SQUIDs
 Bad channels and periods contaminated by artifacts are first 
identified and labeled by automatic detection as well as visual 
inspection. Signal Space Separation (SSS)[44] is then applied 
in order to reduce the noise in MEG data and remove cross-
talk effects. Epochs from 300 ms before the auditory stimulus 
(baseline window) to 300 ms after are extracted. Bad trials, 
contaminated by artifacts, are rejected.  Selected epochs are 
averaged and filtered with a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) 
bandpass filter between 0.05 and 45 Hz. All these processing 
steps are performed using the software Brainstorm® [45]. 
OPM 
 In the case of MEG recordings performed by OPMs, 
Independent Components Analysis, through the FastICA 
method [46] [47], is applied to recorded signals (X and Y 
signals from each OPM). This method - commonly 
implemented in MEG - enables to separate components 
mainly corresponding to brain signal from component mainly 
corresponding to noise and artifacts [48], [49]. This separation 
can be easily done based on spectral content of each 
component. ICA was used rather than first order gradiometer 
due to the distance (30 cm) between our both OPM sensors. 
The last signal processing steps are performed with 
Brainstorm®, namely, epochs slicing (-300 ; + 300 ms with 
respect to the auditory stimulus), identification of the epochs 
contaminated by residual artifacts (performed through visual 
inspection), averaging of the selected epochs and finally, 
filtering with a FIR bandpass filter between 0.05 and 45 Hz.
c) AEF - Data analysis 
 In order to cross validate OPM recordings, OPM signals are 
compared to the signal recorded by a temporal SQUID 
magnetometer on which the largest AEF was observed. 
Statistical OPM/SQUID comparison of averaged signals is
performed with Spearman correlation coefficient. M100 
latencies - measured with the OPM and the SQUID - are also 
statistically compared with an equivalence test, namely with 
the two one-sided tests procedure [50] performed on the same 
number of epochs.  
2) Visual evoked fields, VEFs
a) Protocol 
Flashing white disc was displayed on a screen in front of the 
subject. The flashing white disc display duration was set to 
150 ms and inter-stimulus time interval was set to 1067 ms. 
The screen was placed at the subject’s focal distance,
according to his/her visual acuity. The subject was seated on 
the MEG chair and was asked to keep eyes open. Typical 
recording length was about 5 minutes. During the experiment, 
OPM1 is placed over the left occipital area, regarding to O1 
EEG electrode placement in the 10-20 EEG system (see Fig. 
8). It measures the MEG signal of interest and the residual 
field BR. As in the previous experimental setup, distance 
between OPM1 cell surface and the head is set to the smaller 
value that avoids any contact between skin and the sensor. It 
is estimated to be 5 mm in average (due essentially to the 
mechanics of the sensor, further improvements should allow 
to reduce it under 1 mm). OPM2, located at about 30 cm away 
from OPM1, and not above the subject's head, only measures 
BR. As AEFs, the purpose of this experiment was to test the 
possibility to detect the M100 peak (magnetic correlate of the 
P100 waveform in visual evoked potential) associated to 
VEFs with our OPMs. 
b) Applied signal processing methods and data 
analysis 
For SQUIDs and OPM recordings respectively, signal 
processing steps and data analysis were the same as those 
applied for AEFs, excepted epoch duration which starts - 300 
ms before and ends 450 ms after the visual stimulus. 
YOPM1
OPM2
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3) Induced activity measured by the OPMs
a)  Protocol 
In this experiment, subject is asked to open or close his eyes 
every 20 seconds. Tempo is given by an auditory stimulus 
(beep sound). Each acquisition lasts between 5 and 7 minutes, 
to avoid tiredness of the healthy volunteer. The aim of this 
experiment is to detect the brain signal power modulation 
induced by eyes opening. OPMs placement was the same as 
for VEFs.  
b)  Applied signal processing methods 
SQUIDs 
Recordings were first post-processed with SSS [43] after 
identifying bad channels and periods contaminated by 
artifacts. Epochs from 2.5 seconds before to 2.5 seconds after 
the beep sound were extracted. Bad trials were rejected. For 
each trial, time-frequency analysis was performed with a 
Morlet-wavelet transforms (1 Hz frequency resolution) with 
1/f power compensation (edge effects were excluded) in the 
alpha frequency band (8-12 Hz) and then, averaged. A z-score 
normalization was computed.   
OPM 
The recorded signal is first processed with fast ICA method 
to extract brain activity component. The next signal 
processing steps are performed with Brainstorm®: epochs 
slicing (- 2.5 s ; + 2.5 s with respect to the beep sound), 
rejection of trials contaminated by artifacts, time-frequency 
analysis performed with a Morlet-wavelet transforms (1 Hz 
frequency resolution) with 1/f power compensation (edge 
effects were excluded) in the alpha frequency band (8-12 Hz) 
and averaging. Finally, Z-score normalization was performed. 
IV. RESULTS
A. Simulated MEG signals from a brain phantom 
1) Detection of the signal from any dipoles of the brain
phantom 
 As shown in Fig 8, our vector 4He OPM is able to measure 
signals generated by any dipole located within the whole 
volume of the phantom. Furthermore, simultaneously 
measurements along X and Y axes are possible.  
Fig. 8. Averaged signals obtained with OPMs along the X and Y axes with 
the 6 tested dipoles, which were successively excited. Dark bars 
correspond to dipole excitation period
2) Comparison between SQUIDs and OPM for a given
dipole of the brain phantom:
 Two comparison parameters are studied here: a) the general 
morphology/periodicity of the simulated signal as 
respectively recorded by the OPM and the SQUID; b) the 
influence of the time window used for averaging. 
a) Morphology/periodicity 
Spearman correlation between SQUID and OPM averaged 
data was computed for the Y axis (common to OPM and 
SQUID sensor).  Along the Y axis, the Spearman correlation 
between the averaged signal obtained from OPM and SQUID 
is 0.97 for a 5 minutes recording time.  
b) Influence of the averaging time window 
Secondly, the time window used for averaging the OPM data 
was successively reduced and compared to averaged SQUID 
signal for 5 minutes (around 900 averages), used as reference 
(Fig 9).  Spearman correlation was computed for each case 
and the limit correlation value was set to 0.75. Results 
recorded using OPMs revealed that a dipole signal should still 
reliably be observed along the Y axis with a time window of 
30 s (correlation value at 0.78 - around 80 averages), whereas 
the limit for the X axis is higher than 90 s (around 250 
averages). This difference can be explained by the smaller 
amplitude of the measured signal in this direction (due to 
phantom design, the signal of interest is mainly aligned along 
the Y axis). Along this Y axis, for a 30 s recording time, the 
Spearman correlation between the averaged signal obtained 
from OPM and SQUID was 0.78. Thus, this test evidences 
that synchronous signals with a statistically correlated 
envelope are obtained with our 4He OPM with respect to 
SQUID magnetometer.  Furthermore, a reduced recording 
time until 30 seconds can be considered with our OPMs. 
Fig. 9. Averaged signals obtained for different durations of the same 
phantom signal recorded by the OPMs along X and Y axes. Epochs of 140 
ms were used. The dipole excitation period corresponds to the dark bar. 
Averaged SQUID signal, on 5 minutes recording (along Y axis only), is 
used as a reference. Averaged SQUID signal (dark curve) recorded along Y 
axis is reported on X axis graph only for comparison of signal periodicity 
The selected SQUID sensor is located at the nearest position of the vertex.
In the case of the OPM, the observed fast oscillations are explained by the 
absence of a low-pass filter. This choice was made to reduce the potential 
sources of distortions and phase rotations which could induce variability in 
the signal periodicity.
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These preliminary results obtained with a brain phantom 
validate the possibility to record simulated MEG signals with 
our 4He OPMs at room temperature from X and Y axes. 
B. MEG recordings on a healthy subject 
1) Auditory evoked fields - AEF
 As shown in Figure 10, M100 peak (the most prominent 
magnetic signature of the cerebral AEF response) can be 
observed from SQUIDs recordings at a latency of 100.3 ms 
after the stimulus onset, with a classical topography. This 
M100 peak was also found at a similar latency (100.6 ms) 
latency with the OPM placed over the temporal area.   
Fig.10. Averaged AEF on a healthy subject:  Topography of AEF as 
recorded in MEG with the averaged signal over 38 epochs obtained from one 
SQUID sensor (magnetometer) placed in the right temporal area and  
averaged signals over 83 epochs obtained from our OPMs sensor.  
In order to test the equivalence of M100 latencies distribution 
between OPM and SQUID, a statistical test of equivalence 
(two one-sided tests procedure) has been performed. Below, 
statistical distribution of M100 latencies across all trials is 
represented with box plots for SQUID and OPM respectively 
(Fig 11). Considering a mean difference of 1.5 ms between 
OPM and SQUID M100 latencies (effect size of 0.5), the 
equivalence test revealed that M100 latencies distributions 
were statistically equivalent and not different between OPM 
and SQUID measurements (p=0.02). 
Fig. 11. Box plots from the study of the M100 peaks latencies obtained 
through all the sessions. 
Moreover, we have compared the pattern of the auditory 
evoked brain response between OPM and the reference 
SQUID magnetometer over the entire time window 
(Spearman correlation). Results showed that OPM signals 
were correlated to SQUID signals with a correlation of 0.69.
These results confirm that our vectorial 4He OPM sensors can
reliably detect AEF signals with a latency and a morphology 
which are statistically similar to reference SQUIDs data.  
2) Visual evoked fields VEF
Fig. 12. Averaged VEF:  Topography of VEF as recorded in MEG with the 
averaged signal over 35 epochs obtained from one SQUID sensor 
magnetometer) placed in the right occipital area  and averaged signals over 
28 epochs obtained from our OPMs sensor. 
Considering M100 brain response to visual stimuli, figure 12 
displays averaged curves obtained from one SQUID and the 
VEF topography at 94.7 ms (M100 peak). The corresponding 
VEF from OPM sensor placed over occipital region, averaged 
across 28 trials, appears noisier. However, a M100 response 
could be obviously observed at the same latency compared to 
SQUID with a peak value of 20 pT, as compared to 1.7 pT for 
SQUID. This difference is likely to be due to the closer 
distance between the OPM and the scalp.  
As only one session was available for VEF, no statistical test 
should be done to compare latency distribution between OPM 
and SQUID.  
3) Induced alpha activity measured by the OPMs
Figure shows the normalized power (z score) in the alpha 
frequency band 8-12 Hz. From SQUID recording, a 
modulation (power decrease between the closed eyes and 
open eyes conditions) of the normalized power in the alpha 
frequency band can be observed when the subject opens his 
eyes (at t = 0 s) (Fig 14a). This is obviously displayed on the 
time-course of the averaged power in the alpha frequency 
band (green curve). A similar power decrease in alpha 
frequency band was revealed from OPM recordings (Fig 14b). 
The time course of averaged power in the alpha band (green 
curve) is consistent with SQUID data. This result provides 
evidence that it is possible to record a brain activity 
modulation induced by eyes opening with our OPM in 
addition to evoked activities described above. 
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Fig. 13. Normalized (Z-score) time-frequency maps between 8 and 12 Hz (alpha band) in the top of the figure for SQUID (a) and OPMs (b) and corresponding 
time courses of the normalized power in the bottom of the figure. The average has been obtained over all the sessions, i.e. 16 eyes opening for SQUID and 14 
for OPM. 
V. DISCUSSION
 In this study, OPM measurements are cross-validated by 
SQUID recordings: pattern and latency are the main criteria 
of assessment for the comparison. Phantom and healthy 
subject measurements have demonstrated the possibility to 
detect MEG signal of interest at room-temperature with a
parametric vector 4He OPM in clinical conditions and without 
increasing the recording time. This has been done for evoked 
fields as well as induced brain activity, namely the alpha 
power modulation induced by eyes opening. 
It is worth mentioning  that OPM and SQUID signals slightly 
differ for two reasons.
The first difference comes from interferences rejection 
approaches. For the OPM, the MEG signal of interest is 
recorded by only one sensor and denoised with a reference 
sensor placed away from any brain magnetic field sources and 
in the present paper, by using ICA.
For SQUIDs, recordings were done with all sensors (306 
sensors covering the head) and post-processed with SSS. The
SSS algorithm takes advantage of the generous spatial 
oversampling of both biomagnetic and external disturbance 
magnetic fields, as provided by current multi-channels MEG 
machines [44]. Signal space separation is a purely spatial 
method to transform electromagnetic multichannel data into 
uncorrelated basic components, e.g. magnetic multipole 
moments [51] [52]. With SSS, it is possible to uniquely 
estimate the multipoles separately for the signals arising from 
the internal and external volumes of the sensor array. 
Therefore, the denoised brain magnetic field corresponding to 
SSS-processed SQUID signal is a reconstruction based on the 
estimated multipoles arising from inside of the sensor helmet, 
excluding those arising from outside.  
This should explain variability between OPM and SQUID 
signals which are not strictly similar as it can be observed on 
the figures and as revealed by Spearman correlations reported 
in this study. However, the use of SSS algorithm was 
mandatory as the MaxShield® active compensation required 
for recordings induces cross-talk. This cross talk is also 
corrected by applying SSS algorithm.  
The second difference comes from spatial location of both 
sensors: the chosen SQUID, which is located in the area of 
interest, may not be exactly in the same spatial location as 
OPM1.
These two elements can explain why evoked fields patterns 
recorded by OPM and SQUIDs can be slightly different 
whereas the M100 latencies are very close between SQUIDs 
and OPMs. This is notably true for the visual evoked field for 
which averaged OPM signal is somewhat noisier. The lower 
number of trials available for averaging in the visual modality 
could also explain why averaged signal is noisier and why a
lower Spearman correlation level was obtained.
Interestingly, we also show that our OPM sensor is able to 
record induced brain activity, which is time locked to a 
stimulus but not phase locked. Patterns obtained from Time 
Frequency analysis in the alpha band are very similar between 
SQUID and OPM and time series of the averaged alpha band 
power well revealed the decrease of power related to eyes 
opening. 
An important observation of this cross-validation concerns 
the amplitude of signals recorded with OPM compared to 
SQUIDs. Even if our sensor is, in its current development 
stage, less sensitive than the SQUIDs, the impact on the signal 
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to noise ratio is partly compensated by the higher amplitude 
of the signal recorded by the OPM. Indeed, as our OPMs don't 
require thermal insulation system, the distance between the 
sensor and the subject can be reduced resulting in an increase 
of the amplitude of the MEG signal. The distance between the 
4He cell, the sensitive element of our OPM, and the subject's 
scalp is estimated to 5 mm (measured from cell wall ) against 
around 30 mm for the SQUIDs (based on technical 
configuration of Elekta Vectorview Neuromag 306® MEG 
machine). As observed on the auditory and visual evoked 
field’s curves, the scale for OPM is expressed in 103 fT versus 
a scale in fT for SQUID. Based on these first results, the 
multiply factor of signal amplitude should be estimated to 5 
from AEF curves and 10 for VEF ones. This result well agrees 
with a recent work [53] quantifying the improvement in 
recording MEG with simulated on-scalp OPM arrays 
compared to a 306-channels SQUID array such as Vectorview 
Neuromag MEG machine used in our study. This work 
reported, that OPM yielded 7.5 times higher signal power 
compared to the SQUID magnetometers. This estimation was 
performed for a simulated 102 channels OPMs array in which 
OPMs were normal to the scalp surface as in our experimental 
setup, excepted we only had one OPM sensor over the head. 
Another work based on real SQUIDs and alkali OPM 
measurements [32] also compared signal amplitude between 
both kinds of magnetometers, based on somatosensory 
evoked fields. Authors reported that signal recorded with one 
OPM sensor (similar to the one described in [54]) was 15 
higher than one measured with the SQUIDs.  Therefore, our 
observation, even if this needs to be more investigated and 
precisely quantified, is in line with previous data reported in 
the literature. This shows the potential of the 4He OPM sensor 
for biomagnetic imaging applications, notably by considering 
that sensitivity of our sensor is currently improved by 
reducing laser noise.    
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented preliminary proofs of 
concepts concerning the possibility to record MEG signals 
with parametric vector 4He magnetometers in a clinical 
environment. For this purpose, two MEG experiments were 
carried out with a brain phantom as well as with a healthy 
subject. Both evoked and induced activities have been 
successfully recorded. Data recorded with the OPMs were 
cross-validated with SQUIDs measurements. Similar 
latencies and patterns have been obtained with OPMs and 
SQUIDs. Moreover, as the sensor works at room-temperature, 
the distance between the sensor and the scalp is significantly 
reduced resulting in higher signal amplitudes.  
Further work will concentrate on improving the sensitivity 
of the 4He OPM by implementing new detection methods and 
reducing the noise of the pump laser. An ultra-low noise 1083 
nm laser diode is currently developed and sensor noise 
reduction evaluation is ongoing. Also, bandwidth can be 
easily extended to 2 kHz as 4He OPM doesn’t suffer from the 
same limitations encountered with alkali OPM. Furthermore, 
an array configuration is under development dedicated to 
multi-channels recordings. The array is required for 
neuroscientific research and clinical purposes. 
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